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The Next HOPE: Buying Privacy in Digitized Cities
Structures Around Surveillance

- Secondary uses
- Buying and sharing data
- Sunk cost
- Opportunity leads to abuse
- Equality versus aggregation

The Next HOPE: Buying Privacy in Digitized Cities
Surveillance Can Be Good and Bad

• Saved by surveillance
• Marketed to
• Data protection for the rich and famous
• Fraud detection
• Surveillance in the common good
• Personal protection
• Surveillance as crime stopper
• A consistent pattern

The Next HOPE: Buying Privacy in Digitized Cities
Fixes

• Documenting the problem
• Raising awareness
• Working directly with existing projects
• Subverting the system
The Deployable Camera Competition
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The Deployable Camera Competition

Functionality:
• Deployability
• Operating life (ruggedness & battery life)
• Video quality
• Network integrity
• Privacy preservation & verifiability

Utility:
• Ease of use (end unit)
• Integration (software)
• Cost
• Constructability
• Documentation quality

Bonus Points:
• Real-world involvement
• Production chain
The Deployable Camera Competition

http://sldrc.com/projects/deployable
Buying Privacy in Digitized Cities

Questions?

Eleanor Saitta
@dymaxion
ella@sldrc.com

IF YOU SEE SOMETHING,
SAY SOMETHING.

BE SUSPICIOUS OF ANY POLICE BRUTALITY.
Take pictures or video and tell a journalist or lawyer.